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Abstract5

This paper presents a novel and parsimonious method of predicting the dy-6

namic yield impacts of a change in a perennial crop’s replant rate using only7

data on the crop’s age-yield function. We test the econometric specification8

implied by this model on Brazilian sugarcane data and find that it explains9

approximately one third of yield variation during the study period of 2005 to10

2013, lending support to the hypothesis that reductions in the renewal rate11

after the financial crisis in 2008–9 and subsequent compensatory replanting12

contributed to this yield decline. The framework presented here is flexible and13

can be applied to any other perennial crop, so long as data on the age-yield14

function is available.15
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1 Introduction17

Sugarcane production in Brazil, being the key feedstock of Brazil’s ethanol industry,18

expanded rapidly in the 2000’s, leading Brazil to become a major producer and19

exporter of ethanol. This was an explicit policy goal of Brazil’s government at the20

time, with President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva declaring that Brazil wanted to become21

the ”Saudi Arabia of Biofuel” (Globo, 2007). By 2010, ethanol production accounted22

for around 2.3 percent of Brazil’s GDP (Valdes, 2011). However, Brazilian sugarcane23

production growth slowed at the end of 2000’s, stagnating from the period between24

2010 and 2014, even reversing in 2011. Alongside the reduction in production growth,25

investment in sugarcane processing capacity declined. In the mid-2000’s when the26

industry was booming, a net of 27 new sugarcane-processing mills opened in 2008,27

but from 2011 to 2014 a net of ten mills closed each year (UNICA, 2014).28

Decomposing production changes into area and yield effects, we find that the produc-29

tion change from 2010 onwards was yield driven. What happened to yields? Why did30

Brazil’s average sugarcane yield drop by approximately 10 tons/ha in 2011? Industry31

observers provide several explanations, including that growers and mills struggled to32

obtain credit in the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, that the region faced bad33

weather, and that the average age of production increased (Leahy, 2012; Crooks and34

Meyer, 2011; da Silva, 2016; Ewing, 2013b,c,a, 2014; Moreira, 2015; Walter et al.,35

2016). For example, The Economist (2012, para. 2) stated that ”Poor weather, and36

cash-strapped growers delaying their replanting after the 2008 credit crunch, have37

recently squeezed production.”38
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In this study, we focus on the role of replanting in Brazilian sugarcane yields over39

the decade from 2005 to 2013. To do so, we develop a theoretical model of perennial40

crop yields as a function of their age-distribution. Replanting decisions affect the41

age-distribution and thus the trajectory of yields. The model allows predictions of42

the future trajectory of yield in response to a change in the replant rate. The model43

is applicable to a wide variety of perennial crops, such as coffee, cocoa, tree nuts, and44

tree fruit, allowing for an arbitrary number of age-classes, and an arbitrary yield in45

each age-class.46

Using this model, we develop an econometric specification to quantify the effect of47

replant rate changes on yields, leveraging yield data from the Brazilian Institute of48

Geography and Statistics, and data on area replanted from the CANASAT project, a49

remote sensing effort led by the Brazilian National Institute for Space Research from50

2005 to 2013. The econometric results are consistent with the theoretical model, and51

explain approximately one third of the yield variation over this period.52

Existing sugarcane yield prediction models do not emphasize the dynamic impacts of53

replanting on forecasting yield (Alvarez et al., 1982; Pagani et al., 2017; Ferraciolli,54

Bocca, and Rodrigues, 2019). While these studies highlight sugarcane age as an55

important predictive factor for yields, they confine their interest to predicting yields56

for the upcoming season. Crucially important for planting decisions, this time horizon57

can obscure the impacts of replanting decisions on yields over intermediate time58

horizons (2–5 years), which is more relavant for investment decisions by firms and59

policy design by lawmakers and regulators.60
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This paper also contributes to the literature on perennial supply response by focusing61

on the effect of the replant rate, rather than the area replanted, as is more common62

(e.g. French and Bressler, 1962; French and Matthews, 1971; French, King, and63

Minami, 1985; Akiyama and Trivedi, 1987; Knapp and Konyar, 1991). Moreover,64

recent research has suggested that replanting strategies based on a percentage of65

total acreage (”phased replanting”) can provide perennial crop growers a conceptually66

simple strategy to generate higher and less volatile income streams (Mahrizal et al.,67

2014).68

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and context for the69

Brazilian sugarcane ethanol industry. Section 3 decomposes sugarcane production70

changes into area and yield effects, identifying yield as the primary determinant71

of production since 2010. Section 4 develops and analyzes a theoretical model of72

perennial crop yields as a function of the replant rate. Sections 5 and 6 present the73

application of this model to Brazil. Sections 7 and 8 discuss the results and conclude.74

2 Brazilian Sugarcane Industry75

In the 2014-15 harvest year, Brazil produced 532 million tons of sugarcane, processed76

into 35.5 million tons of sugar (of which 24.2 million tons were exported) and 28.477

billion liters of ethanol (of which 1.4 billion liters were exported) (UNICA, 2015).78

This harvest was grown on 10.9 million hectares of land, a small fraction of Brazil’s79

330 million hectares of arable land, but a more sizable fraction of its 60 million80

hectares of cultivated land. Brazil is by far the world’s largest producer of sugarcane,81
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producing a greater mass of sugarcane in 2015 than the next 6 largest producing82

countries combined.83

The sugarcane sector plays a substantial role in Brazil’s economy. In 2015, the sugar-84

cane sector’s revenue was greater than US$70 billion, which is around 3.5 percent of85

Brazil’s GDP, while exports of processed sugar and ethanol were valued at US$10.286

billion. Just over 1 million workers were directly employed by the sugarcane sector,87

which is just under 1 percent of Brazil’s labor force (UNICA, 2015).88

Brazilian sugarcane is processed into either sugar or ethanol. For a liquid fuel,89

Brazilian sugarcane ethanol has particularly low carbon emissions, with Crago et al.90

(2010) estimating that, on an energy equivalent basis, it reduces carbon emissions91

by 74 percent relative to gasoline, and its life-cycle emissions are about half that of92

corn ethanol.93

In 2015, 91 percent of the area planted with sugarcane in Brazil was in the south-94

central region, and 9 percent was in the north-east.1 Although the north-east is95

the oldest growing region in Brazil, with cultivation dating back to the 1500s, the96

growth of the industry in modern times has been centered in the South-Central97

growing region (Sant’Anna et al., 2016).98

In 2015, 98 percent of the sugarcane grown in the South-Central region comes from99

6 states: Góıas, Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, Paraná and São100

Paulo. São Paulo is by far the largest producer, responsible for 60 percent of sug-101

1http://www.unicadata.com.br Accessed: 31 Dec, 2016
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arcane production. The next largest producing state, Minas Gerias, accounts for 11102

percent of production.2103

Sugarcane is a perennial grass, usually grown in rotations of 4-8 years, that is har-104

vested and sent to local mills for processing into sugar or ethanol (James, 2004).105

Harvesting takes place between April and December, the dry season, and the sucrose106

content of the cane reaches a maximum in August and September. Mechanized har-107

vesting is replacing manual harvesting, eliminating the need to burn the cane. A108

single machine can harvest up to 800 tons of cane in a single day (de Moraes and109

Zilberman, 2014).110

After it is cut, sugarcane is highly perishable, needing to be processed in a mill as111

fast as possible to avoid losing sugar content. Most cane is collected from fields close112

to the mill—in 2014, the average distance from sugarcane fields to a mill in São113

Paulo was 26.3km (CONAB, 2017)—and sugar losses are minimized if the cane is114

processed within 48-72 hours after being cut (Belik et al., 2017; Sant’Anna et al.,115

2018).116

At the mill, the sugarcane stalks are crushed. The resulting fiber, along with some117

cane straw, is burned to produce electricity, while the juice is purified and processed118

into sugar and/or ethanol, depending on the configuration of the mill and the mar-119

ket conditions at the time (Dias et al., 2015; Sant’Anna et al., 2016). In 2015, there120

were 369 sugarcane mills operating nationwide with 81 percent of these located in the121

South-Central region (UNICA, 2016; CONAB, 2019). Across Brazil, 70.3 percent of122

2http://www.unicadata.com.br Accessed: 31 Dec, 2016
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mills were capable of producing both sugar and ethanol, while 26.4 percent special-123

ized in ethanol only, and the remaining 3.3 percent produced only sugar (CONAB,124

2019). On average, approximately half of the total recoverable sugar (TRS) avail-125

able for processing is converted to sugar and half to ethanol, with small (2-3 percent)126

fluctuations around this mean (Sant’Anna et al., 2016).127

3 Decomposing Sugarcane Production into Area128

and Yield Effects129

[Figure 1 about here.]130

Around 2010, Brazil’s sugarcane production ended a decade long period of steady131

growth. This period was followed by a decline in production of around 10 percent132

in 2011, relative to 2010, and a reduction in the growth trend. What accounts for133

this change in trend? In particular, how much of this change can be attributed to134

changes in planted area, and how much to changes in yield? Visual inspection of the135

area and yield panels in figure 1a suggests that area growth has been the main driver136

of overall production growth, but that yield deviations bear more responsibility for137

the production pattern after 2010.138

Production changes are the sum of area and yield changes (Babcock, 2015). Figure 1b139

shows the decomposition of changes in production into area, yield and mixed effects140

using the discrete time decomposition method of Alauddin and Tisdell (1986). We141

exclude the result for 2005 from the graph since there was practically no change in142
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production between 2004-2005 (nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the next143

smallest production change), where an increase in area was almost exactly offset by144

a decline in yield. Such a small production change led to a small denominator when145

the decomposition shares were normalized and an outlier when placed on the graph.146

Looking at the results of the decomposition, there are three distinct periods. First,147

from 1990–91 to 2003-04, the effects of area and yield are relatively equal, with148

neither effect dominating the production trajectory. In the second period, from149

2004–05 to 2010–11, there is a decoupling between area and yield changes. During150

this period, production growth is driven almost entirely by area growth, and the151

contribution of yield to growth is small, or slightly negative. Also during this period,152

area driven production growth increases from 2003–04 to 2009–10 after which the153

effect size declines. The third period, from 2011–12 to 2014–15, is a period of highly154

variable yield effects. During this period the magnitude of the yield effects dominate155

the area effects, with unusually large negative yield contributions in 2011-12 and156

2014-15. Area driven growth is positive during this period, but mostly continues the157

decreasing trend started in 2009–10. Throughout the entire time horizon, the mixed158

effect plays an insubstantial role in explaining changes in production.159

The next section develops a model of yield changes as a function of the replant rate160

to explain how the changes in yield seen post-2010 could be explained by changes in161

the replant rate.162
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4 The Yield Trajectory after a Change in the Re-163

plant Rate164

Perennial crops, such as sugarcane, can be grown and harvested for multiple years165

before they need to be replanted. Over their lifespan, the yield of the crop changes166

with time, following the age-yield function. Following Mitra, Ray, and Roy (1991)167

the age-yield function can be decomposed into three phases: the establishment phase168

(increasing yield), the peak phase (constant, maximal yield), and the declining phase169

(decreasing yield). The particular age-yield function will vary depending on the crop,170

the growing location, the farm management practices, pest pressure, temperature,171

and water availability, among other factors.172

To illustrate the idea of an age-yield function, figure 2 shows an example for the173

Alta Mogiana region3 of São Paulo state, Brazil (Margarido and Santos, 2012). The174

establishment phase occurs in the year of planting (year 0). The peak occurs in175

the first year after planting and lasts for only one year. The declining phase begins176

in the second year after planting and continues until the 6th year. Since Brazilian177

sugarcane tends to be renewed by or before its 6th year, we are not aware of data on178

the age-yield relationship for Brazilian sugarcane for higher years.179

[Figure 2 about here.]180

Margarido and Santos (2012) identify the key features of sugarcane yield dynamics,181

3The Alta Mogiana region is in the north-east of São Paulo state. It is located within the
Ribeirão Preto mesoregion, which is included in analysis below.
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mainly that the yield trajectory will be non-monotonic in response to a change in182

the renewal rate:183

It is important to point out that after large decreases in planting or in184

renovation, there is a significant increase in total production in the next185

year, but drastic reduction in the second year, because of two factors: i)186

part of the first cut cane (1/7), which is used for seedlings, is not used for187

sowing, and therefore, it is added to the next growing season; ii) because188

of renovation itself, which if it is not carried out, increases the cutting189

area in the following year. (Margarido and Santos, 2012, p. 12)190

Although they identify this key feature, they leave several questions unanswered.191

What happens in subsequent years? What will be the new equilibrium level of192

production? An econometric model of the effect of renewal rates on sugarcane yield193

requires answers to these questions—both to correctly specify the model and also to194

provide testable hypotheses. The remainder of this section develops a general model195

of yield trajectories as a function of changes in the renewal rate. This model uses an196

exogenous renewal rate—it is not determined by an optimization model. The model197

is applicable for any perennial crop, and is applied to a representation of Brazilian198

sugarcane to generate testable hypotheses for this specific case.199

Before considering the dynamics of the yield of a perennial crop we must first consider200

the dynamics of its age-structure. Age-structure is the division of the plants in201

a growing region into different age-classes. We study the simplest model of age-202

structure dynamics, where there is a fixed plot of land (size normalized to 1) divided203
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into sub-plots of different ages.204

Let xst be the area of land allocated to age-class s in year t. Under the natural205

dynamics of this system (i.e. without human intervention) the canes will enter the206

next oldest age-class next year,4 that is, xs,t = xs−1,t−1. Following Mitra, Ray, and207

Roy (1991) and Salo and Tahvonen (2004) we assume the existence of some oldest208

age-class, S, creating S+1 age-classes in total (freshly planted cane is denoted by x0).209

This makes the analysis tractable by imposing a finite number of age-class variables.210

It is also reasonable—the oldest age-class could simply be a zero yield class for plants211

that are dead or non-yielding from old age.212

On top of this baseline aging process, consider the possibility of replanting, meaning213

replacing an old plant with a fresh seed, seedling, or cutting. When replanting s-214

year-old plants, rst, land is moved from age-class s to age-class 0. When considering215

a single replanting decision, this implies two linked dynamic equations: x0,t = rst and216

xst = xs,t−1 − rst. Not all land allocated to a single age-class needs to be replanted217

at once, and replanting happens at the start of a period, with yield being realized218

at the end of that period. The replant choice variable is constrained to be between219

0 and xst.220

Combining the natural and artificial dynamics of the system and summing up across221

all age-classes yields the following system of dynamic equations, which is illustrated222

4We assume away any loss between years, e.g. due to weather damage, or pest damage etc.
The model could be extended by including a loss parameter, α < 1 between transitions, i.e. xs,t =
αxs−1,t−1
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in figure 3:223

x0,t =
S∑

s=0

rst224

xs,t = xs−1,t−1 − rst for 1 ≤ s < S225

xS,t = xS−1,t−1 + xS,t−1 − rSt226

[Figure 3 about here.]227

Let xst be an active age-class if xst > 0. In principle, land from any age-class could be228

replanted, implying that without further restrictions there could be an age-structure229

with active and inactive age-classes interleaved among each other. Mitra, Ray, and230

Roy (1991, section 3) demonstrate that a profit maximizing orchard manager will231

replant old age-classes in preference to young age-classes if the crop follows a single-232

peaked age-yield relation—like the one shown in figure 2.233

The active-age contiguity result of Mitra, Ray, and Roy (1991) allows the dynamics234

of a stationary system to be studied in terms of the renewal rate. In a stationary235

system the state of the system remains unchanged from period to period. Let xt be236

the vector of land allocations across all age-classes in period t, so, in a stationary237

system, xt = xt+1. To achieve this state, a constant fraction of the land must be238

renewed each year.239

Proposition 1 In a stationary system a constant fraction of the land must be re-240

newed each year.241
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Proof. Since xt = xt+1, it follows that x1t = x1,t+1. Using the equation of motion for242

land in the first age-class to write this in terms of replanting decisions,
∑S

s=1 rs,t−1 =243 ∑S
s=1 rst ∀t. Hence the aggregate quantity of land replanted in each period must be244

constant in a stationary system.245

In a stationary system there will be equal quantities of land allocated to all but the246

oldest active age-class, i.e. xt = xt+1 and x0t = x1t = . . . = xs−1,t ≥ xst.247

Let R be the replant rate, that is the fraction of the land that is renewed at the start248

of the year. For each replant rate R ∈ [0, 1] there exists a corresponding stationary249

system, denoted x(R), defined as:250

x(Rt) =



for
⌈
1
R

⌉
< S


xst = R for s <

⌈
1
R

⌉
xst = 1−R (

⌈
1
R

⌉
) for s =

⌈
1
R

⌉
xst = 0 otherwise

for
⌈
1
R

⌉
≥ S


xst = R for s < S

xst = 1−RS for s = S

(1)251

where ⌈.⌉ is the ceiling function. This characterization assumes a constant, unit area252

of land.253

Proposition 2 If the replant rate is held constant at R̄, then an arbitrary plantation254

will reach the stationary state described by equation (1) in at most min(
⌈
1
R

⌉
, S)255
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periods.256

Proof. Start with a system in an arbitrary state. Let the replant rate be set to R̄257

at the start of period t = 0. Thus x0,0 = R̄. In each subsequent period x0t will be258

set to R̄. Hence after min(
⌈
1
R̄

⌉
, S) periods the fraction of land in each of the age-259

classes 0 to min(
⌈
1
R̄

⌉
, S)− 1 will be equal to R̄, and, assuming a constant quantity260

of land, age-class min(
⌈
1
R̄

⌉
, S) must contain 1− R̄ (min(

⌈
1
R̄

⌉
, S)) units of land. This261

corresponds to the stationary-state in equation 1.262

Given this dynamic yield system, what happens to the stationary-state yield af-263

ter a one-off, persistent change to the replant rate? As equation (1) shows, when264

the replant rate is changed it is possible that the number of active age-classes also265

changes. If the replant rate increases sufficiently, the older active age-classes will266

become inactive, and, conversely, if the replant rate decreases sufficiently, previously267

inactive age-classes will activate. For the analysis below, we only consider small, i.e.268

marginal, changes to the replant rate. In the case of a marginal increase5,6 in the269

replant rate it is not possible for the number of active age-classes to decrease, since270

for any R ∈ [0, 1] there exists an ε > 0 such that
⌈

1
R+ε

⌉
=

⌈
1
R

⌉
.271

Proposition 3 Equilibrium yield increases after an increase in the renewal rate if272

and only if273

f0 + f1 + . . .+ fs−1

s
− fs > 0274

5It is possible for a marginal decrease in the replant rate to increase the number of active age-
classes, but only if

⌈
1
R

⌉
= 1

R . The set of such R has Lebesgue measure zero, and can thus be
neglected for all practical purposes.

6See appendix A for the case with non-marginal increases in the replant rate large enough to
decrease the number of active age-classes.
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Proof. Equation (1) implies that all but the oldest active age-classes will have R275

units of land allocated to them, and the oldest age-class will contain 1−R (min(
⌈
1
R

⌉
, S))276

units of land, which allows the yield equation to be rewritten as a function of the277

renewal rate:278

yield = f0x0 + f1x1 + . . .+ fsxs Where s is the oldest active age-class279

yield = f0R + f1R + . . .+ fs−1R + fs(1− sR)280

where fi is the productivity of age-class i. The set {f0, . . . , fS} is the age-yield281

function.282

The derivative with respect to R represents the change in stationary-state yield with283

respect to a change in the renewal rate.284

d yield

dR
= f0 + f1 + . . .+ fs−1 − fs s285

This expression is positive if and only if f0+f1+...+fs−1

s
− fs > 0.286

That is, an increase in the replant rate increases stationary-state yield if and only if287

the average productivity of all but the oldest age-class is greater than the productivity288

of the oldest age-class, or, equivalently, if having more land allocated to the oldest289

age-class reduces the average yield.290

It is not enough to know the change in stationary-state yield from a marginal change291
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in the replant rate, since to specify an econometric model one needs to know the292

trajectory followed by yield to the new stationary-state. Proposition 2 says that the293

new stationary-state will be reached in at most s periods. Hence, for each of those294

periods (0 ≤ t ≤ s) does yield, yt, increase or decrease relative to the yield before295

the change, y−1?296

Proposition 4 The change in yield t years after an increase in the replant rate,297

relative to the yield prevailing before the change, y−1, is given by298

d(∆yieldt,−1)

dR
=

t∑
i=0

(fi − fs)299

Proof. At the beginning of period t = 0, let the replant rate change from R to R′
300

and let ∆R = R′ − R. The yield t − 1 years after the renewal rate change is given301

by:302

yieldt−1 = f0R
′ + . . .+ ft−1R

′ + ftR + . . .+ fs−1R + fs(1−R (s− t)−R′ t)303

Similarly, after t years, the yield will be given by:304

yieldt = f0R
′ + . . .+ ft−1R

′ + ftR
′ + . . .+ fs−1R+ fs(1−R (s− (t+1))−R′ (t+1))305

The change in yield from t− 1 to t (yieldt − yieldt−1 = ∆yieldt) is given by:306

∆yieldt,t−1 = ftR
′−ftR+fs(1−R (s− (t+1))−R′ (t+1))−fs(1−R (s− t)−R′(t))307
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Simplifying and collecting like terms gives:308

∆yieldt,t−1 =ft (R
′ −R)− fs (R

′ −R)309

=∆R(ft − fs)310

Hence, d yieldt,t−1

dR
= lim∆R→0

∆yieldt,t−1

∆R
= ∆R(ft−fs)

∆R
= (ft − fs).311

The net change t years after a change in the replant rate is the sum of these year-312

to-year marginal changes313

d(∆yieldt,−1)

dR
=

t∑
i=0

d(∆yieldi,i−1)

dR
=

t∑
i=0

(fi − fs)314

315

With the formulae developed in proposition 4, we can use the Margarido and Santos316

(2012) yield function to generate qualitative and quantitative predictions about the317

effect of a marginal change in the replant rate on Brazilian sugarcane yields.318

In the Brazilian case, f0 = 0 and f1 > f2 > . . . > fs > f0. Thus319

d(∆yield0,−1)

dR
= f0 − fs < 0320

and321

d(∆yieldt,t−1)

dR
= ft − fs > 0, ∀t such that 0 < t < s322

Figure 4a presents these year-on-year changes using the Margarido and Santos (2012)323
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age-yield function, showing the qualitative shape predicted above, with the first year-324

on-year change being negative, and the remainder being positive, each positive change325

being smaller than the last. Figure 4b shows the net change in yield t years after326

a change in the replant rate, relative to the yield before the change. For Brazilian327

sugarcane, the change trajectory is a concave, monotonically increasing function of328

time since the change, with the same-year effect negative, the one-year effect slightly329

negative, and the subsequent effects positive until the new stationary-state is reached330

5 years after the change, stabilizing the yield at its new level. The shape of the age-331

yield relationship determines the shape of this curve—the roughly zero net effect in332

the year following the replant rate increase is an artifact of the yield in the oldest333

age-class being roughly halfway between the yield of the first two age-classes.334

[Figure 4 about here.]335

5 Empirical Methodology336

Transitioning from the theoretical model to an empirical model needs a change in337

perspective. The theoretical model explores the future impacts of a change to the338

current replant rate, while an empirical model is restricted to using data from the339

past. The question for the empirical model is ”in which previous year(s) could a340

change in the replant rate have affected the current yield?”, thereby changing the341

focus to explaining current yield as a function of previous changes, or lags, of the342

replant rate.343
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The relationship between the change in the replant rate and its effect on current and344

future yields is given by proposition 4. For the econometric equation we examine345

the effect of current and past changes in the replant rate on the current yield. The346

regression equation is347

yit =
L∑
l=0

βlReplantRatei,t−l +αXit + vi + uit (2)348

This equation implies that the yield in region i in period t is a function of L lags349

of the replant rate, including the contemporaneous replant rate, a vector of region350

and time specific co-variates, a region-specific fixed effect, reflecting unobservable,351

unchanging differences in yield across regions, and an idiosyncratic shock. Total352

area is included as a control in the specifications below since the theoretical model353

includes the assumption that total area was unchanging over time.354

As proposition 2 shows, a sugarcane plantation managed in the manner of the the-355

oretical model in section 4 will take min(
⌈
1
R

⌉
, S) years to reestablish a stationary356

state after a shock to the replant rate. For the study region and period in Brazil,357

the replant rate varies between 5.7 and 12 percent (see figure 5b), implying that the358

time to equilibrium, and hence the number of lags of replant rate that affect current359

yield, may be anywhere between 9 and 18 years if S is not binding. However, since360

we have observed no data suggesting that Brazilian sugarcane is cultivated beyond361

the 6th year, we assume that S = 6 is binding.362

Under the maintained hypothesis that the theoretical model is correct, the sign363
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predictions from figure 4b will hold for the econometric equation. The lag of the364

replant rate from t years ago should have the same impact on current yields as the365

impact of a change in the replant rate now on yields t years in the future. For the366

Brazilian application, the coefficient on the contemporaneous replant rate should367

have a negative effect on current yield, the coefficient on the first lag of replant rate368

should have a negative coefficient close to zero, and the coefficients on the remaining369

lags should be positive and increasing to a magnitude similar to the absolute value370

of the coefficient on the contemporaneous replant rate.371

Replanting rates may exhibit serial correlation. The serial correlation may be pos-372

itive, where a low rate last year may be followed by a low rate this year due to a373

persistent shock, e.g. credit constraints spanning multiple years. Alternatively, the374

serial correlation may be negative, where a low replant rate last year leads to a high375

rate this year to compensate for the previous low rate. However, this is not necessar-376

ily an issue for this regression; an issue arises if the idiosyncratic errors, uit, display377

autocorrelation.378

To test for the presence of serial correlation in the idiosyncratic errors we perform379

the Wooldridge test of serial correlation for panel data models, as implemented for380

the STATA software package by Drukker (2003). The STATA implementation of the381

Wooldridge test by Drukker (2003) reports the p-value from a test of whether the382

coefficient from a regression of the residual on its lag is equal to −0.5, with the null383

hypothesis being that the coefficient is equal to −0.5. The p-values for the alternative384

lag specifications, estimated with the Brazilian data, are presented in table 1.385
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If the assumptions underlying the panel data model hold, particularly that serial386

correlation is either not-present, or adequately controlled by the use of clustered387

standard errors, the β coefficients can be interpreted as follows: βl represents the388

marginal effect of a one unit increase in the replant rate l years ago on yields in389

period t, all else being equal.390

To measure the effect of changes in the replant rate on yields this study uses a dataset391

of sugarcane planted area, replanted area, and yields from the 2005-06 to the 2013-14392

growing year in 30 mesoregions7 of the South-Central sugarcane growing region of393

Brazil, comprised of the states: Esṕırito Santo, Góıas, Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do394

Sul, Minas Gerais, Paraná, Rio de Janerio, Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, and395

São Paulo. There are 74 mesoregions in the south-central region. The final dataset396

used mesoregions from the states Goias (GO), Mato Grosso (MT), Mato Grosso do397

Sul (MS), Minas Gerais (MG), Parana (PR), and São Paulo (SP), which accounted398

for over 99 percent of sugarcane production in the South-Central region of Brazil in399

the 2014-2015 growing year.400

Data for quantity of sugarcane produced, yield, and planted area were downloaded401

from the IBGE website on 4 Jan, 2017. The IBGE data included the planted area402

(hectares), production (tons), and average yield (kilograms/ha, which was converted403

to tons/ha), for each mesoregion in the South-Central region, by year. These data are404

7Mesoregions are a statistical (but not administrative) subdivision of Brazilian states. Created
by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE – Instituto Brasilleiro de Geografia
e Estat́ıstica), the mesoregions attempt to subdivide the states into regions with similar ”social
processes”, conditioned by their ”natural setting” and the degree of ”communication and place
network”. There are 136 mesoregions in Brazil.
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collected by IBGE in the Produção Agŕıcola Municipal (PAM) survey. This survey405

is conducted annually and collects agricultural production data at the municipality406

level. This data is estimated by an IBGE agent in each municipality through consul-407

tation with agricultural technicians, large producers and their own knowledge of the408

industry (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estat́ıstica, 2018). Through centralizing409

data collection in a single respondent per municipality, there is a greater potential for410

biased reporting, compared to agricultural surveys in which many, randomly sam-411

pled producers in a region complete their surveys (e.g. the Crops/Stocks survey412

from the USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service). This potential for bias413

is unlikely to effect the econometric analysis in this paper for two reasons. First, on414

average across Brazil, there are 40.9 municipalities per mesoregion, so biases in any415

individual municipality are likely to be canceled out through aggregation. Second,416

the empirical specifications used below include mesoregion fixed effects. Any bias417

still present at the mesoregion level that is constant over time will be absorbed by418

the fixed effects. However, any mesoregion-level biases that are changing over time419

and systematically correlate with the replant rate still have the potential to bias the420

coefficient estimates.421

The data on area replanted was obtained from the CANASAT project,8 run by422

the Brazilian National Institute for Space Research (INPE – Instituto Nacional de423

Pesquisas Espaciais). The CANASAT project uses satellite data to classify sugar-424

cane growing regions into one of four classes: ratoon, canes that are growing from425

established rootstock; expansion, area freshly converted from non-sugarcane use;426

8http://www.dsr.inpe.br/laf/canasat/en/tables.html Accessed: 25 August, 2014
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under-renovation, canes that have been replanted, but not yet harvested; and reno-427

vated, the first harvest of freshly replanted canes. The CANASAT project collected428

and released data for the 2003-04 to 2013-14 harvest years.429

The datasets were merged in STATA, dropping any mesoregions with a zero total-430

cultivated area each year, resulting in a balanced panel of 270 observations across 30431

mesoregions and 9 years, from harvest year 2005-06 to harvest year 2013-14. Harvest432

year 2004-05 was dropped because the area replanted was not reported in all states433

except São Paulo, since that was the year monitoring began for those states. In434

2013-14 the total production from these 30 mesoregions was 668 million tons. Total435

production in Brazil that year was 768 million tons. These mesoregions represent 87436

percent of Brazil’s total sugarcane production in 2013-14.437

6 Results438

Figure 5a shows the area-weighted average yield and figure 5b shows the area-439

weighted percent replanted across the 30 mesoregions in the sample for the years440

2005 to 2013. Area-weights were used to ensure that average yield correctly mea-441

sures the total production divided by the total area. For each year in the sample, a442

weight was assigned to each mesoregion, representing the proportion of total culti-443

vated area that mesoregion provided over the entire sample, that is:444

weighti =

∑
t areait∑

t

∑
i areait

445
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[Figure 5 about here.]446
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[Table 1 about here.]447
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[Figure 6 about here.]448

Table 1 shows six models, varying the number of lags, L, from 0 to 5. Figure 6a449

provides a graphical representation of the replant rate coefficient estimates presented450

in table 1. In the models with 0 to 4 lags, the Wooldridge autocorrelation test results451

imply that the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation can be rejected at the 1 percent452

significance level, indicating the presence of autocorrelation in these models. To453

control autocorrelation in all 6 models, clustered standard errors were calcualted,454

with the mesoregion used as the unit of clustering. Clustering the standard errors455

allows for an arbitrary correlation structure within the cluster, accommodating the456

autocorrelation detected by the Wooldridge test. Clustering at the mesoregional level457

still maintains the assumption of independence of errors between the mesoregions.458

However, since some of the farmers’ replant rate choices are likely to be influenced by459

state- and national-level factors (e.g. the credit crisis), this independence assumption460

is unlikely to hold in practice. Hence, the standard error estimates are a lower461

bound—the actual error is likely to be larger.462

The coefficient on the contemporaneous replant rate is negative in all the models,463

and significant at the 1 percent level in all but the 5 lag model. In most cases464

it is around -0.5, implying that a 1 percentage point increase in the replant rate465

decreases yields by approximately 0.5 tons/ha in the same year. In almost all the466

models the coefficients on the lags are positive, the exceptions being the coefficient467

on the first lag in the 1, 2, and 5 lag models. In each of these cases the coefficient468

is not significantly different from zero. The coefficient on the first lag is a tight zero469
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in each of the 5 models that include it. The coefficient on the second lag is positive470

in 3 of the 4 models that include it. Coefficients on lags further from t = 0 have471

larger standard errors, although the results suggest that the coefficient magnitudes472

are either constant or returning to zero after the peak at 2 lags.473

In each model the coefficient on area planted was negative, but also statistically474

indistinguishable from zero at a 5 percent significance level. The R2 values for the475

models ranged from 0.18 to 0.44, naturally increasing as more lags were added.476

The higher lag models (models 2–5) explained around one third of the variation in477

sugarcane yield during the sample, implying that there are other, omitted factors,478

such as bad weather as suggested in the introduction, that play an important role479

in explaining sugarcane yields in the South-Central region of Brazil. The R2 results480

reported from the regressions are the within R2 values.481

7 Discussion482

Figure 6b shows the theoretical prediction from figure 4b and the estimated coeffi-483

cients for each of the six regression models tested. There is a striking consistency484

between the regression coefficient estimates from the six models and the theoretical485

predictions. Generally, the theoretical prediction is within the 95 percent confidence486

interval for most of the coefficients from most of the models. For the first three co-487

efficient estimates (no lag, 1st lag, and 2nd lag) the theoretical prediction is within488

the 95 percent confidence interval of all but one of the the coefficient estimates, the489

exception being the no-lag coefficient from the 5-lag model, which is lying closer to490
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zero than the theoretical prediction would place it. For the first three coefficients,491

their point estimates are generally higher than the theoretical prediction, although492

the prediction lies with in the 95 percent confidence interval. For the second three493

coefficients, the results are weaker, with the theoretical predictions falling outside,494

or close to the edge of, the 95 percent confidence intervals of the estimated coeffi-495

cients. In each case the theoretical prediction is higher than the point estimate for496

each of the coefficients. A possible reason for the greater discrepancy between the497

predictions and the estimates for the higher lags is the smaller sample sizes that each498

of these models used. Adding an additional lagged variable reduces the sample size499

by 30 observations. So the no-lag model has 270 observations, while the higher lag500

models have only 180–120 observations to work with, reducing the precision of the501

estimates.502

[Figure 7 about here.]503

Figure 7 compares the actual average yield across the 30 mesoregions of the sample504

against the predicted yield from the 4-lag variant of the model. This graph shows505

that changes in the replant rate explain a substantial share of the yield variation,506

but clearly other factors are also important for explaining yields. This is reflected by507

the R2 value of 0.35 for the 4-lag model. Figure 7 was generated using the Margarido508

and Santos (2012) age-yield relationship shown in figure 2.509

The 4-lag model was chosen for the prediction because it is the only one of the higher510

lag models (3–5 lags) that is consistent with the theoretical predictions for each of511

its coefficients. The 3-lag model’s coefficient on the 3-lag variable is significantly512
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different from the theoretical prediction, while the 5-lag model’s coefficient on the513

no-lag coefficient is significantly different from the theoretical prediction.514

However, this preferred specification has limitations. In particular, the average age-515

yield relationship across the region may be different. Also, the model allows the516

age-yield relationship to vary across the regions only by a mesoregion-specific scalar,517

i.e. all mesoregions have an age-yield relationship with the same relative differences518

between the age-classes, but the level of all the age-classes is shifted up or down by519

a common factor. If the age-yield relationships across the mesoregions have different520

relative differences between the age-classes, the regression equation only captures521

the average of these individual age-yield relationships. This makes predictions from522

the regression model valid for the sample region as a whole, but less so for specific,523

individual mesoregions.524

The theoretical analysis treats yield as a function of replant rate, all else being equal.525

This assumption may not hold for the econometric analysis. The econometric analysis526

studies the effect of a replant rate change, holding constant the total cultivated527

area, other lags of replant rate (for those included in the model), and mesoregion528

specific fixed effects, such as soil quality. However there are other variables that529

may affect the yield that were not controlled. Some of the omitted variables include530

weather, input use, harvesting method, sugarcane variety, and pest damage. If any531

of these variables are unchanging over time, they will be captured by the mesoregion532

fixed effects. The components that are changing over time may bias the coefficient533

estimates, if they are systematically correlated with the replant rate.534
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The empirical analysis is conducted at the mesoregion level, so the resulting yields535

are averaged across fields with different characteristics, such as soil type, sugarcane536

variety, harvesting method, within that mesoregion. In this case, the age-yield func-537

tion from the theoretical model should be considered an average age-yield function,538

representing the average yield for each age class across all the fields in the region.539

However, the theoretical predictions assume the age-yield function is constant over540

time. Factors affecting yield that are constant over the study period, such as soil qual-541

ity, will be controlled by the mesoregion fixed effects (Schlenker and Roberts, 2009;542

Cooper, Tran, and Wallander, 2017). Time varying factors, such as the proportion543

of fields harvested mechanically, remain uncontrolled in our baseline specification.544

As a robustness check, we re-estimated the model using mesoregion-specific time545

trends, which capture broad changes in average yields over the study period (see546

appendix B). Productivity growth in sugarcane has been approximately linear over547

time (Chaddad, 2016). These time trends will capture slower changes to the industry,548

such as increases in the mechanization rate or the adoption of new sugarcane varieties,549

but will not capture year-to-year shocks such as whether. These shocks remain in550

the idiosyncratic error term.551

Our preferred specification, the four-lag model, is not completely robust to the in-552

clusion of the mesoregion-specific time trends. In particular, the coefficient on con-553

temporaneous replanting, β0, is no longer significantly different from zero, and is554

significantly different from the theoretical prediction. The predictions remain within555

the 95-percent confidence intervals of the other coefficients.556
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The vertical integration between the sugarcane fields and the mills will not affect557

the results here. The management of sugarcane fields in Brazil is usually undertaken558

by one of two entities. Either the fields are controlled by the mill in a vertically559

integrated operation, or they are operated by independent producers who sell to mills560

through contracts or a spot market (Chaddad, 2016; Sant’Anna et al., 2018). While561

the ownership structure might affect the decision when to replant fields (Tregeagle562

and Zilberman, 2023), it is unlikely to affect the results of this analysis, since the563

analysis takes the replanting decisions as given, then explores the impacts of these564

decisions on future yields. The motivation for the decision, once taken, does not565

affect the yield dynamics explained by changes in the replant rate.566

In the preferred specification, approximately one third of the yield variation is ex-567

plained by the econometric model with replant rate lags and area. The model under-568

predicts the yield peak in 2009 and over-predicts the yield trough in 2011 and 2012.569

This is consistent with the view that the yield decline in 2011 and 2012 was a ’per-570

fect storm’ of factors, including lack of investment in replanting, adverse weather571

conditions, and changing international market conditions (Walter et al., 2016). A572

key insight from the analysis in this paper is the lag between changing replanting573

rates and the resultant impacts on average yield. In figure 5, replant rates increase574

in 2011 and 2012 from the minimum in 2010. Yields, however, continued to decline575

in 2011 and 2012. This framework predicts that yields will subsequently increase,576

which was the case in 2013 and 2014 (UNICA, 2014).577
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8 Conclusion578

This paper presented a novel and parsimonious method of predicting the dynamic579

impacts of the change in the replant rate of a perennial crop using only data on580

the crop’s age-yield function. We tested the econometric specification implied by581

this model on Brazilian sugarcane data and found that it explains approximately582

one third of the yield variation during the study period from 2005 to 2013, lending583

support to the hypothesis that reductions in the renewal rate after the financial crisis584

in 2008–9 and subsequent compensatory replanting contributed to the yield decline.585

Counterintuitively, the model predicts that an increase in the replanting rate will586

decrease yields in the short-term, as more land is allocated to sugarcane that takes587

time to provide its initial yield. Thus, the efficacy of policies to increase replanting588

should only be evaluated after several years, so that the initial yield decline has589

passed.590

The framework introduced in this study highlights the dynamic impacts of replanting591

decisions. It is not intended as a comprehensive prediction tool, since many impor-592

tant variables identified by earlier studies are not included. It does, however, serve593

to illustrate how changes in replanting decisions can have counterintuitive impacts594

on yield in the short-term. The framework offered in the paper could be used to595

improve qualitative intuition and quantitative forecasts for sugarcane yields over a596

medium-term time horizon. Moreover, the framework presented here is flexible and597

can be applied to any other perennial crop, so long as data on the age-yield function598

is available.599
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Part I710

Appendices711

A Calculating the Yield Change following a Dis-712

crete Change in the Replant Rate that Changes713

the Number of Active Age-Classes714

A.1 The effect of a discrete increase in the renewal rate that715

reduces the number of active age-classes by one716

Unlike the marginal change case, a discrete change in the replant rate from R to R′
717

can change the number of active age-classes. Here we show the effect of an increase718

in the replant rate on the yield transition trajectory.719

Say that at time t there are s + 1 active age-classes (where s + 1 =
⌈
1
R

⌉
), and that720

at time t + 1 the number of active age-classes declines to s. What is the change in721

yield?722

The yield at time t is723

yieldt = f0R
′ + . . .+ ftR

′ + ft+1R + . . .+ fs−1R + fs(1−R(s− t)−R′(t))724
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and the yield at time t+ 1 is725

yieldt+1 = f0R
′ + . . .+ ftR

′ + ft+1R
′ + . . .+ fs−1(1−R((s− 1)− (t+1))−R′(t+1))726

Notice how the oldest active age-class at t + 1 is now s − 1, and that in the s − 1727

land allocation equation the R term is multiplied by (s−1)− (t+1). This is because728

there are now s− 1 other active age-classes.729

The change in yield between t and t+1 is given by the difference between these two730

expressions731

∆yieldt = ft+1R
′−ft+1R+fs−1(1−R((s−1)−(t+1))−R′(t+1))−fs−1R−fs(1−R(s−t)−R′(t))732

which, after simplifying, becomes733

∆yieldt = (ft+1 − fs−1)∆R + (fs−1 − fs)(1−R(s− t)−R′(t))734

The first term in this expression is the ’within age-class yield effect’ and the second735

term is the ’between age-class yield effect’ which exists due to the change in the736

number of active age-classes. Notice that the ’within yield effect’ is not exactly the737

same as the case when there was no change in the number of age-classes. The yield738

of the t+ 1th age-class is now being compared to the s− 1th age-class, not the sth.739
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A.2 The effect of a discrete increase in the replant rate that740

reduces the number of active age-classes by n741

The change in the replant rate must be big enough to change the number of active742

age-classes by n in one time step, otherwise the formula in section A.1 is sufficient743

with a redefinition of s each time step.744

Say that at time t there are s+1 active age-classes, and that at time t+1 the number745

of active age-classes declines to s+ 1− n. What is the change in yield?746

The yield at time t is747

yieldt = f0R
′ + . . .+ ftR

′ + ft+1R + . . .+ fs−1R + fs(1−R(s− t)−R′(t))748

and the yield at time t+ 1 is749

yieldt+1 = f0R
′+ . . .+ ftR

′+ ft+1R
′+ . . .+ fs−n(1−R((s−n)− (t+1))−R′(t+1))750

The change in yield between t and t+1 is given by the difference between these two751

expressions752

∆yieldt =ft+1R
′ − ft+1R753

+ fs−n(1−R((s− n)− (t+ 1))−R′(t+ 1))− fs−nR− fs−n+1R− . . .754

− fs−1R− fs(1−R(s− t)−R′(t))755
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which, after simplifying, becomes756

∆yieldt = (ft+1−fs−n)∆R+(fs−n(n−1)−
n−1∑
i=1

fs−n+i)R+(fs−n−fs)(1−R(s−t)−R′(t))757

B Robustness check using mesoregion-specific time758

trends759

The robustness of the results was examined by restimating equation 2 after adding760

a mesoregion-specific time trend. The modified regression equation is given by761

yit =
L∑
l=0

βlReplantRatei,t−l +αXit + βi t+ vi + uit (3)762

The results from estimating the modified regression equation are given in table 2 and763

figure 8.764
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[Table 2 about here.]765
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[Figure 8 about here.]766
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No Lag 1 Lag 2 Lags 3 Lags 4 Lags 5 Lags
% Replanted -0.5968∗∗∗ -0.5384∗∗∗ -0.5335∗∗∗ -0.5280∗∗∗ -0.4841∗∗∗ -0.1630
% Replanted - Lagged one year -0.0441 -0.0110 0.0061 0.0586 -0.1575
% Replanted - Lagged two years 0.1995∗ 0.3557∗∗∗ 0.4076∗∗ 0.5309∗∗∗

% Replanted - Lagged three years 0.0140 0.1872 0.1402
% Replanted - Lagged four years 0.2506 0.5154
% Replanted - Lagged five years 0.4998∗

Area Planted (1000 ha) -0.0046 -0.0095∗ -0.0169∗ -0.0279 -0.0264 -0.0228
Mesoregion Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of Dep Variable 82 82 82 82 81 80
R-squared 0.176 0.219 0.304 0.346 0.346 0.438
Autocorrelation† 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.288
N 270 240 210 180 150 120

Standard errors clustered at the mesoregion level

† p-values of Wooldrige serial correlation test where H0: No serial correlation (see Drukker (2003))

Mesoregions weighted by their average share of cultivated area
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 1: Results from estimating equation (2) with the Brazilian dataset using 0–5
lags of replant rate
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No Lag 1 Lag 2 Lags 3 Lags 4 Lags 5 Lags
% Replanted -0.5116∗∗∗ -0.3704∗∗∗ -0.2822∗∗∗ -0.1226 0.3140 0.7038∗∗

% Replanted - Lagged one year -0.0076 0.0395 0.0027 0.2104 0.6791∗∗∗

% Replanted - Lagged two years 0.2619∗∗ 0.3273∗∗∗ 0.7144∗∗ 1.3575∗∗∗

% Replanted - Lagged three years -0.0971 -0.0322 0.9596
% Replanted - Lagged four years -0.1368 0.5314
% Replanted - Lagged five years 0.1271
Area Planted (1000 ha) 0.0289∗∗∗ 0.0369∗∗∗ 0.0399∗∗ 0.0670∗∗ -0.0146 -0.0090
Mesoregion Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mesoregion-Specific Time Trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of Dep Variable 81.78 82.00 82.04 81.75 81.17 80.07
R-squared 0.448 0.588 0.675 0.702 0.700 0.802
Autocorrelation† 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.288
N 270 240 210 180 150 120

Standard errors clustered at the mesoregion level

† p-values of Wooldrige serial correlation test where H0: No serial correlation (see Drukker (2003))

Mesoregions weighted by their average share of cultivated area
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 2: Results from estimating equation (2) with the Brazilian dataset using 0–5
lags of replant rate and including mesoregion specific time trends
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